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Summary

This study aims to compare two different AFO’s for drop foot, during the gait in multiple

sclerosis (MS) patients using the 2-minute walk test (2MWT), Orthotics and Prosthetics Users’

Survey (OPUS) and Kinovea. Comfort and satisfaction appeared to be important in functional

capacity.

Introduction/ Basics

MS is a chronic degenerative disease that can lead frequently to drop foot(1). Drop foot

frequently affects the gait cycle, particularly in the loading response subphase and in the swing

phase, increasing the compensatory movements in the gait of the patient(2). Physical ability

is very important in the health and daily living of these patients, and therefore it is important to

measure it(3). There are several evaluation tests, as the self-reported questionnaires or the

walk tests, such as the 6-minute walk test and the 2MWT(4). The use of 2-dimensional video

gait analysis is one of the most common methodologies to support the changes in the human

gait(5). There is a wide variety of AFO’s that can be used to rehabilitate the lower limb affected

with drop foot, with different characteristics, such as the Toe-Off® or Boxia®. Toe-off® is a

carbon fibre AFO with a cushioned anterior splint(6) and Boxia® is a dorsiflexor assistive device

with a band above the malleolus and an elastic(7).

Methods/ work process

The subjects in this study were MS patients with unilateral drop foot, non-users of any type

of AFO and independent walkers. A physical exam was performed to assess other types

of spasticity or other anomalies in the ankle, foot or other joint. The subjects performed the

2MWT with each AFO (Toe-off® and Boxia®), at a self-selected walk speed in a walkway of

15 meters. Between the use of both AFO. There was a rest time of at least 5 minutes, to fill the
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OPUS forms. Motion capture was obtain with a smartphone camera with a frame rate of 29,97

frame per second, located in a range of 2,5 meters of theof the principal sagittal plan. Video

gait analysis of the lower limb sagittal angles was performed with Kinovea® software. All the

participants were given a unique code to maintain anonymity of the collected data. This study

was approved by the Ethics Committee of Escola Superior de Tecnologia da Saúde de Lisboa.

Implementation

3 participants ended the tests. “Patient_1” walked 51.5 meters in the 2MWT with the Boxia®,

5.4 meters more when compared when using the Toe-off®. This subject also had a superior

score in OPUS with Boxia® (66 points compared to 27 points). “Patient_2” walked 111.4 meters

and had a better score in OPUS (73) with the Toe-off®. “Patient_3”, using the Toe-off®, walked

more in the 2MWT (94.2 meters opposing to 87.7 meters) and had a higher score in OPUS

(67 compared to 61). On joint velocity, “Patient_1” had a stride time of 1.60 seconds with

Boxia® and 1.64 seconds with Toe-off®. “Patient_2” had a stride time of 1.23 seconds with

Boxia® and 1.20 seconds with Toe-off®. “Patient_3” had a stride time of 1.27 seconds with

Boxia® and 1.10 seconds with Toe-off®. In “Patient_1” in stance phase, Boxia® allowed a Peak

Dorsiflexion Angle (PDA) of 15°, and Toe-off® 14°. Both AFO’s allowed a Minimum Dorsiflexion

Angle (MDA) in of -2°. In swing phase both AFO’s allowed 10° of PDA and an MDA of -2°. In

“Patient_2”, in stance phase, Boxia® allowed a PDA of 6°, and Toe-off® 13°. The MDA with

Boxia® was -9° and using Toe-off® was -5°. In swing phase, with Boxia® the PDA was -5° and

with Toe-off® was -1°. The MDA was -21° with Boxia® and -14° with Toe-off®. In “Patient_3”, in

stance phase, Both AFO’s allowed a PDA of 12°. The MDA with Boxia® was -3° and using Toe-

off® was -1°. In swing phase with Boxia® the PDA was 10° and with Toe-off® was 13°. The

MDA was -5° with Boxia® and -2° with Toe-off®

Conclusion

This study focused on the immediate effects of two AFO designs within each patient. It seems

to exist a relation between the submaximal level of functional capacity (better results in

2MWT) and satisfaction and comfort reported, with patients with more comfort and satisfaction

presenting more functional capacity. The comfort and satisfaction appear to have an important

role in the submaximal level of functional capacity. This comfort also affected the 3 joints
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velocity, with “Patient_2” and “Patient_3” presenting more comfort and slightly more velocity

using Toe-off®, and “Patient_1” presenting more comfort and slightly more velocity with Boxia®.

In general, all the subjects, when they used Boxia®, presented more ROM variation in the

gait cycle, mostly allowing more movement in plantarflexion. Toe-off® prepositioned the ankle

in a more dorsiflexed position in all the patients in several gait phases, and thus better toe

clearance. This study had some limitations. Foremost, our sample size was small, with three

participants. The filtering of a population may lead a more real results related with a specific

population or subpopulation of MS patients with drop foot, being more, or less capable. The

contralateral limb could also be considered for this study, in a way to assess the balance and/or

asymmetry with the non AFO user limb. It could be evaluated the individuals without AFO, in a

way to set a baseline.
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